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The Maintenance Engineer is responsible for the maintenance of TGT equipment, which

includes both preventative and corrective maintenance, enhancing service quality and

equipment reliability by improving workflows and optimising maintenance processes. He/

she is expected to help minimise downtime and failure rates and maximise equipment

productivity.Ensure that TGT equipment is maintained to international regulations & company

proceduresCarry out routine scheduled maintenance work and respond to equipment

faults. Diagnose failed equipment, identify root cause analysis, and develop reports. Deal

with emergencies and unplanned problems related to equipment maintenance and

repairs. Ensure that TGT equipment is appropriately managed with the minimum capital

outlay and achieves the required quality levels and customer satisfaction.Plan and control all

activities related to maintenance, repairs, upgrades, calibrations, and certificate

requirements. Maintain the validity of all certificates and documents as per policies and

guidelines.Ensure application of asset management and maintenance systems data and

accurate, timely data entry and reporting. Identify and capture opportunities for enhancement

in equipment maintainability and reliability.Identify and capture improvements in the

systems/policies/ procedures for maintenance, operations, service quality and HSE.Participate in

technical audits and compliance assessments and follow up on closure of remedial action

plans. Contribute to the development of an equipment maintenance strategy that is in line

with best international practices and aligned with international practices and

policies.Participate in on-the-job / workshop training in maintenance for field engineers,

technicians, supervisors, and junior maintenance personnel.Always ensure compliance with
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the TGT code of conduct and HSE regulations. (Adhere to all safety regulations). Align with

TGT’s net zero journey strategy and roadmap, actively reducing environmental impact while

promoting social equity and fostering economic viability in all aspects of their operations and

decision-making processes. Qualifications / Requirements A bachelor’s degree or equivalent

from a recognised institute or university in Engineering, preferably in electronics,

electromechanics, or instrumentation specialities.4+ years’ experience as an Electronics /

Maintenance Engineer or similar. Experience in the oil & gas industry or geophysics / well

logging services is preferred.Ability to use professional hand tools and all measurement

equipment used in the maintenance lab.Understanding of mechanical and circuit diagrams

and basic principles of logging equipment operations. Thorough understanding of

maintenance manuals, processes, etc. Excellent communication in English (verbally and in

writing)Being able to work under pressure.Being able to work in an international

environment.Willingness and ability to travel/relocate.
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